1. While advancing through the woods, Henegan's brigade and elements of Hunt's brigade become intermixed. Cowan and three regiments from Hunt's brigade move forward.

2. Hunt emerges from the woods first and drives the Union forces to his front back. Cowan joins in the fight. Despite their victorious advance, Hunt's and Cowan's brigades eventually break and fall back to Fussell's Mill.

3. Gregg's division arrives just as Merritt's troopers are engaged with Cowan and Hunt. He orders Davies to dismount and advance into the field on Merritt's right. Just as they fall in to position, Henegan's Confederates attack.

4. The remaining elements of Hunt's brigade along with Henegan's brigade organize and attack the Union right just as the Confederates attacking to the left fall back. Because Cowan and Hunt are retreating, Henegan is forced to fall back.